
Gleaming with splendour you stand’ midst we comrades dear 

O’erwhelmed with mirth we sing of Thee that you hear; 

‘Tis with love and honour  that our heads we bow to Thee, 

Our Lord, we’re thine children - hail O, UCE 

Blessed are we to be thy students, give us the knowledge, 

Mighty thou are to be our Lord, grant us the courage; 

For thy choicest blessings to shower on, we sing with glee, 

Our Friend, echos thou shall hear of - hail O, UCE 

Lead us thee Kindly light, show us the way right, 

Give us that elixir of life, ‘ wisdom’ to live with might; 

Glory to our masters all here and glory to each conferee, 

Ave Lord, in thy honour we say - hail O, UCE 

Jubilant episodes of thy victory are true and bold, 

Fifty - years Youth thou are wit memories carved in gold; 

With glory of Golden - Jubilee, here for centuries will thou be, 

Our Alma Master, ballads of laurels we chant - hail O, UCE 

       M K RAJAN 

HAIL O’ UCE 
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Editor’s Note 
M K Rajan was the Student Editor of the second magazine in the history of 

this college. Both as an alumnus of this college and as an editor he has pro-

vided us with much inspiration. He was from the Batch of 1969, during 

when, he wrote this poem about our Alma Mater, which was celebrating 

its Golden Jubilee. We commend his spirit as a source of encouragement for 

all who follow this arduous path. We promise that we will get in touch with 

him at the earliest, to reach out his  message to everyone and also convey our 

gratitude and well wishes to him. We will also publish the Editor’s note from 

the ‘69 magazine in the coming editions. Also, we would like to add that 

UVCE was known as UCE in the early days of its inception. 

An alumni meet has been scheduled during the 6th AKKA WORLD CONFERENCE (Association 
of Kannada Kootas of America ) on 4th Sept. at 2.00 PM. The purpose of this event is to garner 
i npu t s  and  know led ge  f rom v a r i ou s  a lumn i  f o r  t h e  ho s t i ng  o f  
MegaReunion. 

Further objectives set for this meet are to reconnect with old college friends,  

meet the other alumni of UVCE who are actively striving to organise this  

event, exchange ideas, develop a network of UVCEians wherever possible,  

and to give back to the community. 

For further details, contact Mr. Suresh Arya (80-85 Batch EE) 

732-546-3300/ 646-554-4474 or mail suresharya@gmail.com   

http://www.akkaonline.org/ 

6th AKKA World Kannada Conference, NEW JERSEY 



reach of the event till now. The registra-

tion process which is going to start soon, 

will need a huge opening and awareness. 

This is possible only if all the active 

alumni, batch coordinators and MR com-

mittee come together and publicize it in a 

way so that it is as far reaching as possi-

ble.  

>>The next important key item dis-

cussed, is the sponsorship approach. This 

needs to be as pompous and professional 

as possible so that we end up generating 

maximum benefits for UVCE.  

The month, meeting was held twice, 

with total of around 40 members at-

tending the event. Rajiv Chamraj from 

Bay Area, Madhav ( 1986 Civil), T V 

Raghunath ( 1982 ECE), Kamala 

Raghunath(1984), Alice Abraham

(1991), Srikanth B K(1991),Trivikram

(1991),Rajesh (2000), Vishnu Govind

(2005) were present along with others. 

The key agenda items that were dis-

cussed during the meeting are: 

>>The developments along the Mega-

Reunion front and updating the atten-

dees about the presence, publicity and 

>>This was followed by the invitations 

to join the MR task committees to help 

them in forming a right platform to or-

ganize the volunteer. The purpose and 

the structure was conveyed to the partici-

pants. 

We all know, that you all are willing to 

help us. To know more about the same, 

please do attend the monthly meeting and 

increase the head-count of volunteers, 

batch coordinators and eventually in-

crease the alumni base.  

For information regarding the monthly, 

MEGA REUNION 

MONTHLY MEETING 

MegaReunion activities this month, hit a 

new high with some landmark decisions 

being taken. Even though the activities 

were happening at a brisk pace, it lacked 

one thing, that there was no committee or 

a structure identified to carry out specific 

tasks. This was a major announcement 

that was passed on to the MegaReunion 

enthusiasts. These were all done under 

the guidance of Mr. Rajiv Chamraj, Mr. 

Sridhar Gowda, Mr. Madhav, Mr. Rajesh 

and Mrs. Alice Abraham. They were the 

key people in identifying the talented and 

enthusiastic UVCE alumni to lead each of 

these committee.  

We all had a meeting last week to identify 

and assign the tasks accordingly. This 

meeting was attended by an enthusiastic 

organizing crowd of 18 members each of 

whom, very good at handling responsibili-

ties, managing a team, innovative thinking 

and most importantly, a zeal to do some-

thing good for UVCE.  

We have been receiving requests from the 

UVCE alumni for information about the 

event, its progress and their request for 

involvement. We are very glad to have 

received such mails and requests coming 

our way when all that we need is atten-

tion, support and encouragement.  

 

The tasks have been divided into various 

arena like agenda committee, sponsor-

ship committee, marketing committee, 

editorial and content management com-

mittee, event management committee, 

hospitality committee and volunteer 

committee, each of which is headed or 

taken care of by individuals acting as 

leaders and under whom there will be a 

team which the leader has to form to get 

the tasks done. The tasks are well 

thought out, keeping in view to maxi-

mize the efficiency of the event.  

With so much happening in the zone of 

MR, it is time for you all to come to take 

part in this, help us drive the event 

among all UVCEians, support us and 

help us in any way you  would wish to. If 

you want to help us by volunteering to 

do the tasks, please choose amongst the 

tasks mentioned above and volunteer 

yourself and contact us so that we can 

put you under the right person for the 

right task.  

We are looking towards the event per-

spective right now and we will need 

ideas from your end for the on-the-day 

events, organizing speakers and volun-

teering for the same. The next important 

action item would be to, drive the regis-

tration process, which will soon start, 

amongst all the UVCEians and get 

the maximum registrations as it is the 

most helpful task to support the 

event all through the two days. Also 

along the most important things, 

sponsorships are at the forefront. We 

would like you to introduce to us the 

potential sponsors, industries and 

donors etc.  

The main initiative of the MR is not 

the event but the things that follow 

the event. We are looking forward 

for suggestions and we want you to 

come forward to form the initiatives 

and take it forward so that it is of the 

maximum use to all the students and 

in a whole, for UVCE. Lets put the 

best foot forward and relive the glory 

of UVCE and get it back right on 

top of the charts. 

For all the suggestions, volunteering 

and participation, you can reach us 

at, megareunion@visionuvce.in.  

For all the updated, information you 

can always browse through our web-

site, www.visionuvce.in . 

 

Thank You,  

Team MegaReunion. 
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Computer Science Department 
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Dr. Venugopal K R 

B.E.(ECE), M.E(CSE), M.A (Economics), M.B.F( Business Finance), 

L.L.B (Law), B.S (Communication), D.J (Journalism), D.I.R (Industrial 

Relations), D.P.R (Public Relations),PhD (CSE), PhD (Economics) 

Dr P Deepa Shenoy 
BE (EEE), ME (Power Systems), MS (Systems & Information), PhD 

(CSE) 

THRIVENI J B.E.   , M.E., Ph.D.(CSE) 

S H MANJULA B E  (CSE) , M E  (CSE), (Ph.D)(CSE) 

CHAMPA H N  BE, M.Tech (CSE) 
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Kiran K B.E., M.E. 

SAMYAMA GUNJAL G H B.E ( CS&E), M.Tech (CS&E) 

PUSHPA C N B.E, M.Tech 

LATA B.T.  B.E(CSE) , M.Tech.(CNE), M.SC.(IT) 

Venkatesh Maski B.E, M.Tech 

TANUJA R  B.E(CSE) , M.E(CSE) 

Dharamendra Chouhan B.E., M.E. 

DILIP KUMAR S.M. B. E (CSE), M. Tech (CSE), (Ph. D) 

Standing (from left) – Dilip Kumar S M, Dhar-
mendra Chouhan, R Tanuja, Samyama Gunjal 
G H, Latha B T, Pushpa C N, Venkatesh,  
Kiran K 

Sitting (from left) – Chanpa H N, Manjula S 
H, Dr. P Deepa Shenoy, Dr. Venugopal K R, 
Thriveni J, H S Vimala, Arunalatha J S 



The placements in UVCE for the batch 2010 has done exceedingly well even under the shadow of recession which left the 

placement cells of colleges dry with most of the colleges having a lack luster performance in terms of placements. In such trying 

times, UVCE placement office has done a miraculous job to get close to 95% of the students, offered, with total of 519 offers. 

All kudos to our, Placement Officer, P Deepa Shenoy and the placement coordinators. We are very thankful to them for all that 

they have done and sharing the stats with us. Below is the placement statistics for the batch 2010. 

 

UVCE NEWS 

Placement Stats of  2010 Batch 

• The Karnataka CET counseling 

has begun and we are hoping that 

the best students choose UVCE 

and the most  probable date of 

start of the engineering course for 

the fresh batch would be in the 

3rd week of August. There has 

been a delay in starting the college 

since there was a hassle with 

AICTE approval for allotting engi-

neering seats to students for which 

the government was battling it out 

and it has been resolved right now 

and counseling has begun and this 

will be followed by the second 

round before which the college the 

begins. We wish all the students 

who will be on board in UVCE 

and may they reap in best of the 

fortunes.  

• The Placements for the batch 2011 

is starting from the August and we 

wish all the students a bright fu-

ture in the respective fields ,they 

choose, and hope that they will 

uplift the name of UVCE to new 

heights. 

•  A technical article titled “ Efficient 

Disaster Management System using 

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks “ by the 

UVCE alumni of 2009 batch from 

the batch of Electronics and Com-

munication, under the guidance of 

Dr. G Narendra Kumar, Chairman, 

Department of Electronics and 

Communication, has been selected 

for international conference to be 

held at  NIT K, Surathkal and in 

Malaysia.  
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SL NO COMPANY INTAKE   SL NO COMPANY INTAKE 

1 SUBEX 1   26 INNOVENT 4 

2 PRODEX 0   27 SHOBHA DEVELOPERS -  

3 GEODESIC 1   28 WEG 1 

4 QWEST 3   29 MOTOROLA 4 

5 CTS 129   30 BEL 4 

6 ACC 5   31 STARRENT 2 

7 INFOSYS 68   32 PREMIER CONSULTANCIES 2 

8 IBM GBS 78   33 ADITI TECHNOLOGIES 4 

9 iGATE 16   34 HONEYWELL 5 

10 VEDANTA 12   35 KPIT CUMMINS 1 

11 L &T  (POWAI) 11   36 ESSAR GROUP 6 

12 GAMMON 11   37 AMADA GROUP 4 

13 SOCIETE GENERALE 6   38 TITAN SOFTWARE 2 

14 MINDTREE 15   39 GENERAL MOTORS 2 

15 VOLVO 0   40 DELIXUS  - 

16 HP 1   41 SHARP SOFTWARE 2 

17 ACCENTURE 12   42 SYNERGY 6 

18 SIMPLEX 4   43 WIPRO 53 

19 BATA 4   44 ATKINS 3 

20 EXETER 1   45 MICROSOFT 4 

21 ADOBE 1   46 TOSHIBA 6 

22 PHOTON 4   47 FITCHNER 1 

23 BOSCH 3   48 SAP LABS 5 

24 JSW 4   49 APPLIED MATERIALS 3 

25 ACCORD 4   50 ADP 1 



Fortuitous Fifties 
 

I am extremely happy to learn that the University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering, Bangalore has com-
pleted 85 years of its existence and a Commemorative Volume is being brought out on the occasion. 

I had the privilege of doing my BE degree course in Mechanical Engineering at UVCE during the years 1957-
1961. It already had a great name and Prof. B.R Narayana Iyengar was the Principal and Professor of Mechanical Engi-
neering at that time. He was a great personality- academically, as a teacher and as a human being, he and the rest of the 
staff took considerable interest in the new students and helped us adjust to the new atmosphere of professional college. 
We learnt a variety of new subjects – some well and some not so well. For me, staying in the hostel, joining NCC and 
going to camps and participating in extra-curricular activities like debates was all part of learning and growing up. I 
should thank the college immensely for the foundation it laid for my further professional growth. 

Time has moved on. The engineering technology has changed enormously. There is great responsibility on 
colleges like UVCE to bring out first rate engineering graduates who can quickly get into modern technological fields. 
Teaching and research must go further for this. Modern equipment becomes essential for training students to a higher 
level of competence. There is an urgent need for colleges like UVCE to increase their interactions with the excellent 
institutes of higher learning, well equipped R&D laboratories and modern high technology industries that exist in Ban-
galore. New initiatives need to be taken and I am sure UVCE and Bangalore University are fully aware of this. 

Let me once again wish all the best to my alma mater and trust that it will be one of the best institutions in the 
country in the years to come. 

T.S Prahlad 

Distinguished Scientist,  

National  Aerospace Laboratories. 

 

******************************** 

 

During the period 1957-1961, when I was a student at University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering, this 
college was the best in the state and it was preferred destination for all the students in the State. In fact, the students of 
this college bagged most of the Mysore University Examination. This was largely due, not only to the intrinsic merit of 
the students, but also to the contributions to the excellent faculty in the college, each of whom exhibited commitment 
and devotion to teaching. 

The college also had so many talented Sportsmen winning laurels, not only at State levels but also at the Na-
tional levels in Tennis, Basket ball Cricket and so on.. 

It is the testimony of the Quality of the Institution that many of the alumni of that period are now occupying 
very high positions, in the Private and Public sectors, IIT’s and Universities, in India and abroad. 

It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge our indebtedness to our alma mater for providing the platform for our 
future success. I wish the University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering all success in its endeavors to educate and 
train our youth for successful professional careers. 

Dr. R. Natarajan 

Chairman, AICTE,  

New Delhi 

ARTICLES 
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College Magazine Section 

The Charge of the Student Brigade 
( With Acknowledgement to Lord Tennyson, without whom the Poetess might 

have been at a loss for words) 

 Time is short; Time is short, 

  Time is very short, 

 Into the Halls of Doom, 

  Troop all the students in gloom. 
 
 “Only two months more, 

  Study”; the lecturers roar 

 Only dark somber futures, 

  See the poor hunted creatures. 
 
 Maths to the right of them, 

  Physics to the left of them, 

 Drawing before them, 

  Clamouring attention. 
 
 Stormed at with Physics and its law, 

  Intersections of Solids to draw, 

 Oh ! Where can they seek repose? 

  Its certainly not in prose ! 

 “Balance this equation, 

  Give laws of refraction”, 

 Come on you lazy dolts, 

  Right short notes on screws and bolts. 

 Their’s not to make reply 

  Theirs not to reason why, 

 In June 1956 I joined the BE degree course in UVCE at that time it was called University College of Engi-
neering and belonged to the University of Mysore. UVCE had only three departments. They were Civil, Mechanical 
and Electrical Engineering. At that time seats for Civil Engineering was in high demand, next was Mechanical and last 
was Electrical Engineering. I opted for Electrical Engineering as I was interested in it. There were only 14 students in 
Electrical course and no girl students in UVCE. 

At that time there was no electronics course or computer course at UVCE. Shockley in USA just then had 
invented the transistor. It was practically not heard in Bangalore. In Electrical Engineering course students studied 
mainly Electrical Machines, Transmission and Distribution and some Mechanical subjects and some civil engineering 
subjects including surveying was compulsory. We had very interesting lecturers and professors to name some of them 
Prof. B.R. Narayana Iyengar, Prof. Venkatachala Iyengar, Prof. Ramesh, Mr. S. Lakshman Reddy, Mr. A. Veerabhad-
rappa, Prof. M. P. Chowdaiah and Prof. D. B. Narasimhaiah. 

I still remember the educational tour in which we visited many places all over India in which Mr. Lakshman 
Reddy accompanied us. 

In those days there were only few motor vehicles in Bangalore. There were no auto rickshaws. I used to come 
to college in an imported Italian scooter, no scooters were manufactured in India. I was the only one having a scooter 
in the college and there were only about a dozen of scooters in Bangalore! Some of my colleague nick named me as 
“Scooter Swamy”. 

All the students worked hard and I passed out in first class in 1960.  

 My stay in UVCE was highly fruitful laying secure foundations to my future. 

Dr. M. Narayana Swamy 
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 Theirs but to do and cry 

  Into the Halls of Doom 

 Troops all the students in gloom. 

 

 What is Q plus Q into P? 

  What is the difference between A-C and D-

C,- 

 All these with unflinching face, 

  They take it in their normal pace, 

 The brave students Brigade. 

     K N Malathi 

     EEE, 1971 

The photo is from 
the occasion of 
Golden Jubilee  

Celebrations of the 
college, during 
1967-68  wherein 
few cultural events 
were organized and 
the students ac-
tively participated 
in  all the activities. 

All the above articles and photos are taken from previous college magazines ( CHI-
RANTANA, VINYASA, Golden Jubilee Celebration Edition  ). Please do share 
with us any photos, articles you have, of your or your batchmates during your college 
days. 



I would like to clarify that it was actu-

ally started in 1994. 

Praveen Moorthy (who is copied on 

this email) and myself along with a 

few others used to attend inter colle-

giate fests in early 1994 and wanted 

UVCE to have a festival of its own. 

The thought was daunting as we were 

still in the 4th semester and were not 

sure if UVCE could attract the crowd 

as seen in other colleges. I have to say 

it surely was an arduous process try-

ing to get sponsors. 

The idea started taking shape and 

Shashank Hedge who was the Presi-

dent in 1994 got involved as well. He 

was instrumental as well in making 

the first Milagro happen.  

So here are a few interesting snippets 

from the first Milagro in 1994. It was 

a 2 day festival. 

(i) We were desperate for any kind of 

sponsorship. I remember roaming 

around the industrial belt of Peenya 

asking establishments which were 

basically nothing but 4 walls with a tin 

roof for sponsorship. 

(ii) We intended to have a tech fair on 

the first day (Rs.5000 per stall) and 

approached many companies, but 

none were interested. Praveen and 

myself were given an earful from a 

Cranes Software guy for not being 

really clear about the focus of the 

tech fair. In the end though, they did 

take a stall and sadly enough, they 

were the only ones. 

(ii) Pepsi agreed to sponsor the rock 

show on the 2nd day of the festival, 

but backed away at the last minute. 

Praveen and myself camped out at 

the Pepsi office for a few hours until 

we got a cheque for Rs.50,000. I still 

remember riding through the rain 

with Pepsi banners wrapped all 

around us. 

(iii) The rock show on the 2nd day 

was by a trash metal group called 

'Warden'. Some of Warden's mem-

bers went on to form 'Millennium'. 

The rock show was a huge success 

and laid the initial foundation of Mi-

lagro I suppose. 

The second Milagro in 1995 was 

relatively easy and was a 3 day festi-

val. 

The third Milagro in 1996 was the 

year we were passing out. Praveen 

Moorthy became the President and 

did a fantastic job of seeing the festi-

val through. Hero Honda was the 

main sponsor, but they also backed 

out towards the end. The group of 

about 20-30 students went to the 

Hero Honda office on M.G.Road and 

staged a protest. Finally they relented 

and provided sponsorship. Millenium 

was the main attraction for the rock 

show on the 3rd and final day. 

There were a lot of folks involved 

right from the beginning, who without 

their contributions, Milagro would not 

exist. If I start naming them, I fear 

that I would leave someone out. 

Nonetheless, Milagro was one of life's 

lessons that I carry with me till this 

day, that nothing is impossible. We 

were able to start something that has 

grown so monumental and left an in-

delible mark in UVCE's history.  

Praveen has maintained all the memo-

rabilia from the very first Milagro and 

am sure would be happy to share 

them, to include in any future newslet-

ters. 

I thought that this piece of history 

needed to be presented accurately for 

present and future UVCEians going 

forwards.  

Vijay Subramaniam 

1996 EEE 

 

Story About MILAGRO 
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“IMPETUS-2009”- Green Summit at its crescendo 



 In 1919, late Professor S Ramaswamy put up proposals for separating the sports activities. The 

Government was induced to allot a portion of grounds in the Cubbon park, east of the road in front of 

Sir K Seshadri Iyer’s statue. 

 Later, at the time when Sir Mirza M Ismail was the Diwan, he allotted the students of the college 

to play in the Sampige Tank bed. But, after the end of the War, the then Government ordered the con-

struction of the stadium. The masonry structure was pulled out and the college was unceremoniously 

forced out and no time or notice was given to collect the things belonging to the college. They were 

dumped and the cup of sorrow of the sportsmen of the college was full.. 

BLURB DA UVCE 

Did you know? 
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I still remember the day we had the 

last exams and it has been an year 

since we came out of college. I just 

am amazed that an year has passed 

by so swiftly. The last day of the 

college last year was when few of us 

friends sat down late in the evening 

under the shades of the old and big 

trees in front of the college cyber 

MINCHU. We were not comfort-

able about the fact that we will no 

more be part of this great college 

on a day to day basis but we all 

pledged amongst ourselves, that we 

won’t let the UVCE inside us to go 

in the air and we shall come back to 

UVCE for  anything it needs. The 

team was formed, a website was 

launched, activities were conducted, 

we took part actively in bringing up 

the new placement panel rooms and 

there also is a map right at the en-

trance to guide every newcomer 

with directions and we launched 

SAMPADA ( monthly e-magazine). 

Well I am talking about the VI-

SIONUVCE. It has been an year 

since the group was formed and it 

has been fairly successful in unify-

ing alumni of various batches under 

one platform and on toes to take 

part and to organize an event of the 

scale of MegaReunion, which will 

reap in huge benefits to our beloved 

college and the best of all, watching 

alumni of various batches on one 

day happily whiling away time talk-

ing to their old friends, reminiscing, 

what everyone calls, “ The best days 

of their life “. I took this opportu-

nity to remember this and to also 

tell you that the team will continue 

its efforts of stamping UVCE in the 

hearts of UVCEians. Watch out for 

us, as there are many more things to 

come and help us realize them with 

your active coordination, support 

and suggestions.  

-For Team VISIONUVCE 

(Sri Harsha D V, ECE 09 Batch) 

VISION UVCE 

Registrations Till 1975 Batch 
(as of 31/7/2010 from www.visionuvce.in) 
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  M.S.LAKSHMI NARA SIMHA      BE-CIVIL   1949    

  KV Prasad      BE-CIVIL   1966    

  Ramesh Sirsi      BE-EEE      1966    

  DEVANATHAN T S      BE-MECH     1966    

  R.SRINIVAS      BE-MECH   1966    

  M.A.ALAHAN      ME-MECH   1966    

  Commodore BC Jayaprakash      OTHERS     1966    

  Purushotham A.Chikkatur   BE-EEE      1968    

  M.D.RAGHU      BE-EEE     1969    

  n.ramamurthy      BE-EEE      1969    

  MS Arun Kumar      BE-MECH      1969    

  Prof H.R.Krishna Prasad      BE-MECH      1969    

  P.A.Abraham      BE-ECE      1970    

  K Ramesh Babu      BE-ECE      1971    

  S.Shiva Kumar      BE-ARCH      1972    

  K.S.Mukunda      BE-ARCH      1973    

  Srinivasa S. Bhat      BE-ARCH      1974    

  Ashok B. Hosangadi      BE-CIVIL     1974    

  K N Chandrashekaran      BE-CIVIL     1974    

  Narayan Rao R Maanay      BE-CIVIL     1974    

  Navin C Hegde      BE-CIVIL    1974    

  RSNMurthy      BE-CIVIL    1974    

  Syed Abdul Aleem      BE-CIVIL     1974    

  SYED HASSAN ARIF      BE-CIVIL     1974    

  G V Ramachandra Rao      BE-EEE      1974    

  Govindaiah V      BE-EEE      1974    

  virat sarin      BE-MECH      1974    

  V.S.Sridhar      BE-CIVIL   1975    

  ANAND PADI      BE-EEE      1975    

  B. Shekar      BE-EEE      1975    

  H.L.DATTA PRASAD      BE-EEE      1975    

  M.Asokan      BE-EEE      1975    

  M.L.ASHOK      BE-EEE      1975    

  Madhan Gopal M      BE-EEE      1975    

  Kuppuswamy R      BE-ECE      1975    

  Shekhar N      BE-MECH      1975    

  Satish Kirtikar      ME-MECH     1975    

REUNIONS 

UVCE '87-91 Batch Electrical met for 
the first time on Friendship Day last 
year after 18 long years. Ever since , 
they have been meeting every 3 months 
or so in Bangalore. The batch has since 
come together to support social causes 
like the  Sumangali Seva Ashram (SSA), 
a social service organization and  the 
Belaku Samsthe.   The second annual 
reunion of the batch is happening on 
the 8th of August, 2010 at the Atria 
Hotel.  About 55 batchmates are ex-
pected to attend the class reunion. 

The 70-odd students of ISE 2005-09 
have organised a get together on 7th 
August 2010, a year after graudation. 
Many feel the need for such a gathering, 
which will be held at a local resort. 
Most of the people from the batch are 
expected to attend the get together 
which will definitely be filled with a lot 
of reminiscence, some nostalgia, and a 
lot of fun activities.  

Want to feature your CLASS REUNION 

in SAMPADA, so that it can reach out 

others who might be missing ?  

Write to us at  

megareunion@visionuvce.in 



point of view. After all, this is 

ours and we need our product 

to sell big, the idea of an 

alumni magazine and to every-

one so that you all can start 

actively involving in wrapping 

this magazine with most beau-

tiful and coveted things about 

UVCE and give that package 

to every UVCEian who needs 

oxygen to breathe UVCE.  

So pour in your views, feed-

backs, your articles, your 

Are we reaching you and can 

we be heard..? 

Well you have to tell us, if we 

are not. We have been doing 

this on a regular basis with 

every edition i.e. trying to 

sound big and be heard and get 

your attention. We’d like to 

know what you think of SAM-

PADA as you see it. We want 

you to be an editor and have a 

check on what is needed in 

SAMPADA from the user 

memorabilia about UVCE 

and here we are trying to 

catch hold of it and we are 

sure, many of them are wait-

ing to get to know about 

them too.  

Waiting for your suggestions 

and involvement, 

Team SAMPADA. 

Feedback/Suggestions 

This is an article where we present to you all, the ‘apart-from-work’ activities of the UVCE alumni 

which in turn aides your day-to-day life. We continue from the last edition, a blog from, http://

www.geeks-stuff.blogspot.com/, an job-easily-done kind of website that gives us tips about how 

to use the computer and the internet to get the best out of it in the shortest possible way. 

The author of this beautiful blog is, Rajath R from CSE 2009 batch. We apologize for the typo we 

caused in our last edition wherein we mentioned the author of this blog in the name of another per-

son. We regret for the typo caused and we will make sure we won’t let such mistakes happen again. 

So we take this chance to provide one more blog piece and hope you enjoy reading it. Do browse 

the blog link given above for many more such useful articles. 

ONLINE COMPILERS: 

Ever had a code but no compiler to compile it? Well, it may so happen that sometimes we get a 

piece of code which we want to try out but we don't have the respective compiler installed in our 

system. This may be because we are at workplace or browsing centre or any such place where we 

either have restricted access to install the compilers or we're too lazy to install. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anyway, IdeOne is one such website that you can use for compiling a code. It supports a hell lot of 

languages and you can compile them online and view the output. No hassles; all you need to do is 

paste the piece of code in the text box and click on Run. You'll get the output. Codepad is another 

site with similar functionality, but the difference is that Codepad doesn't support as many languages 

as IdeOne does. 

THINK PIECE BY UVCEIANS 

COLLEGE HISTORY COLLEGE HISTORY COLLEGE HISTORY COLLEGE HISTORY 

WITH  NAMES:WITH  NAMES:WITH  NAMES:WITH  NAMES:    

    

Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical Mechanical 

Engineering SchoolEngineering SchoolEngineering SchoolEngineering School    

    

College of College of College of College of 

EngineeringEngineeringEngineeringEngineering    

    

University College University College University College University College 

of Engineeringof Engineeringof Engineeringof Engineering    

    

Visvesvaraya Visvesvaraya Visvesvaraya Visvesvaraya 

College of College of College of College of 

EngineeringEngineeringEngineeringEngineering    

    

University University University University 

Visvesvaraya Visvesvaraya Visvesvaraya Visvesvaraya 

College of College of College of College of 

EngineeringEngineeringEngineeringEngineering    

        

    

You have any  

Idea/Facts/Memory 

Associated With  

this History?  

 

Please share it  

with us: 

Megareunion@visionuv

ce.in 

Check out: 

www.visionuvce.in 

for more details 

and regular  

updates 
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